Ideal United States to Vietnam Tour Package 20 days
Hanoi / Ninh Binh / Halong bay/Sapa/Hue/Hoi An/ Danang/Ho Chi Minh/ Cu Chi/ Cao Dai/ Can Tho

This Vietnam Tour 20 days / 19 nights offers you a wonderful holiday of Vietnam from the United
States, it's an amazing journey of northern part( Hanoi, Sapa, Ninh Binh, Halong Bay), via the
impressive of heritage line of central part ( Hue, DMZ, Danang, Hoi An) to the most attractive visiting
of the southern part of Vietnam (Ho Chi Minh City, Cu Chi Tunnels, Cao Dai Temple and Mekong
Delta). Submission into Impress Travel - United State to Vietnam Tours Package department, we will
offer you a big award of price and quality.

DAY 1: ARRIVE IN HANOI



An average nonstop flight from the United States to Vietnam takes 22h 52m, covering a
distance of 8444 miles. After arriving in Hanoi, our tour guide will pick up you then transfer
to Hanoi city center, relaxing
Overnight in Hanoi.

Inclusion: Transfer, tour guide, hotel in Hanoi
DAY 2: HANOI CITY TOUR (B, L)


Good morning Hanoi then enjoy breakfast and coffee at the hotel. Impress Travel Team will
pick up for Hanoi city tour, the beginning of the city tour to visit Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum
complex that includes ( Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum, Ba Dinh Square, Presidential house, One
pillar pagoda). Continuing to visit the West Lake and Tran Quoc Pagoda, it is one of the
largest lakes in Hanoi and the pagoda is located in the lakeside, and one of the oldest pagoda
in Hanoi within 500 years. Then we will have lunch, we will enjoy the Vietnamese lunch.
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PM: After lunch, we continue visiting Van Mieu, also known as the temple of literature that
was built in 1070 as considered the first university of Vietnam under the royal and Confucius
dynasties. Then stops at Art Museum nearby Van Mieu, where we will explore Vietnam's art
such as most outstanding painting, photos, ethnographic displays, and famous lacquers via all
parts of Vietnam countries. Then visit the legendary museum where is infamous with the
nickname Hanoi Hilton by prisoners during the Vietnam War. Onwards to the most beautiful
lake in Hanoi nearby the old quarter and considered a heart of Hanoi that named Hoan Kiem
Lake and means the restored sword lake, it is related to a historical story about Le Loi King
who returns the magic sword to the god after victory. After strolling around the lake with
short relaxing we will take a cyclo ride through the old quarter's streets that known well for 36
old streets - the network of the old quarter is very narrow alleys and shop houses along each
street with unique names by Hang...Streets. These are wonderful streets to show on the silk,
fabrics, silvers, imitation papers and exotic medicine. Impress Travel Team will bring you
back to the hotel overnight and free time to explore the capital at night.



Overnight at the same hotel in Hanoi

Inclusion: Private transfer, lunch, breakfast, entrance fee, cyclo, water puppet show, hotel in Ha
Noi.
Link: Hanoi Tours: To explore the most attractive places in Hanoi Capital.
DAY 3: HANOI TOUR: SPECIAL EARLY MORNING TOUR, DURATION 3.5 HOURS (B, D)
The early morning tour from 5.00 AM:






5.00 AM: Good morning Hanoi. We get up a little bit early at 5.00 AM, our team will pick you
up by motorbike then we will discover Hanoi in the early morning. The first place, we will visit
Long Bien Market – Long Bien Market – One of the 7 most interesting Flea Markets in the
world. This market really created a unique character in Ha Noi culture so that anyone who
comes Long Bien Market where could be strong -impressed place than another market around
the world. This market exploring has made your trip to be really experienced & unique of life.
Long Bien Market is located near Long Bien Bridge & behind Tran Nhat Duat Street, where
there are mainly traders from provinces where are adjacent to Hanoi such as Bac Giang, Bac
Ninh, Phu Tho, former Ha Tay, … and also being from a number of suburban districts of Hanoi
such as Gia Lam, Thanh Tri, Dong Anh, My Duc … thus making diversity and abundance of
goods for the Long Bien market. Long Bien flea market has a special attraction for tourists
thanks to its vibrant colors and the most of hustling and bustling in the early morning of
Hanoi, which is why the Conde Nast Traveler magazine has just chosen Long Bien Market in
Hanoi, Vietnam that belongs to the Top 7 most interesting flea markets in the world.
We will move to Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum at 6.00 AM for watching the flag ceremony – This
flag ceremony daily celebrates at the beginning time of the day at 6.00 AM, it takes place in
the Ba Dinh square and being in front of Ho Chi Minh mausoleum. In the sacred moments, you
will have unforgettable experiences and understand more about Vietnamese people & country.
We move back to Hoan Kiem Lake – We will walk around Hoan Kiem Lake at the dawn, we
will see all things at simple, beauty & peace at the lake. Elder people to young men and women
who are exercising to improve their health at the fresh air. Everything happens completely
contrary to those of what & how is the working day wakes up.
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We will have a Pho with beef or chicken which Vietnamese people usually have breakfast then
we enjoy the coffee before come back hotel at 8.00 AM
Relaxing and free to have shopped until you 4.30 PM for Hanoi Street Food Tour.

Later Hanoi afternoon street food tour:











4.30 PM: Start at 57B Dinh Tien Hoang Street, Hoan Kiem District, Ha Noi where we meet our
tour guide who introduces the brief of itinerary and some information about local foods &
drinks.
4.45 PM: The first store to stop at to eat Nom Bo Kho – Dried beef with fresh Papaya salad.
5.30 PM: We walk via the local Hang Be market to sample the green sticky rice cake with bean
and learn about dishes from the markets here. This is also a most attractive area so do take
some photographs.
6:00 PM: Walk via a very narrow lane to Ta Hien Street, which is most famous for night pubs
& bars. There we will try a roasted Pigeon and Hanoi Beer.
6:30 PM: Leaving Ta Hien and moving up to Hang Buom Street which is famous for bread,
Banh Cuon or boiled snails where you can try to sample anything if you really wish to
7:00 PM: Next we move and walk in Hang Chieu Street to eat Eel with vermicelli and then Bat
Dan Street for Che – Sweetened porridge (Stewed fruit, bean, compote, rice, custard, sweet
soup…)
7:30 PM: Keep on going to To Tich Street where it is best to try Hoa Qua Dam (Seasonal Mixed
Fresh Tropical Fruit).
8:00 - 8.30 PM: Have a taste of Bia Hoi (Hanoi Draught Beer) and famous Giang Egg Coffee
in Nguyen Huu Huan street.
8:30 PM and around: The street food tour ends in Giang Coffee at 39 Nguyen Huu Huan, our
tour guide will say goodbye all of you with real experience of Hanoi cuisine.
Overnight at the same hotel.

Inclusion: Breakfast, dinner by street food tour, tour guide, hotel in Hanoi.
Link: Hanoi Street Food Tours to know more about Hanoi Culinary.
DAY 4: HANOI TO NINH BINH DISCOVERY (B, L)


AM: Pick up at your hotel in the Old Quarter 8.00 AM then we leave the bustling Hanoi to the
south by Car.
8.00 – 10.00 AM: Duration of 2 hour transferring, our tour guide will give you the information of
Vietnam such as history, culture, people
10 AM: Arrive in Tam Coc, we will prepare for a boat trip to visit the beautiful Tam Coc, it takes
1.30 hours rowing along Ngo Dong river through the three mysterious caves while enjoying
spectacular scenery surrounded by rice paddies and towering limestone mountain peaks.
11.30 AM: We will get on Thanh pier for a short walk to visit Thai Vi Temple which is one of the
well-known temples in Ninh Binh and Vietnam. Continuing 10 minutes walking along the valley
with rice fields, rivers and lotus ponds for Tam Coc Nature Lodge, where we will spend the
interesting time for relaxing & having set menu lunch – Vietnamese food.
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PM: 13:00 – 15:00 PM: We ride a bike to Thung Nang where we ride along the river among of the
rice field, lotus ponds, and Limestone Mountains. Then continue to ride a bike to discover Dan Khe
Trong village where the real picture of the rural countryside in the north of Vietnam.
15: 00: Get in Car/Mini-Van, drive to visit Hoa Lu Ancient citadel which was built in the 10th
century, we will visit the two temples were dedicated to King Dinh & King Le.
16:00 PM: Transfer to hotel in Ninh Binh and relaxing.
18: 30: Have a dinner at local restaurant
Overnight in Ninh Binh.

Inclusion: Transfer, tour guide, breakfast, lunch, dinner, hotel in Ninh Binh, entrance fee, boat trip,
biking.
Link: Ninh Binh Tours – To explore the legendary land of northern part of Vietnam.
DAY 5: HA LONG & BAI TU LONG BAY DISCOVERY: HANOI – HON GAI HARBOR – BAI
TU LONG BAY – VUNG DANG – CONG DAM – TRA SAN (B, L, and D)









After breakfat at hotel then 8:00 am pick up at your hotel and drive to Ha Long. On the way to
Ha Long city, enjoy the views of the rich farmlands of the Red River Delta and the scenery of
rice fields, water buffalo, and everyday Vietnamese village life.
12:00 – 12:30: Embark at Hon Gai harbor.
12:30 – 13:00: Check-in and enjoy a welcome drink during the cruise briefing.
13:30 – 14:30: Have lunch in the outdoor dining room (depending on the weather condition)
while cruising to magnificent Bai Tu Long Bay, admiring the fascinating formations on the
way.
15:30: Arrive at Mua Hoa area to take a dip or go kayaking through the mysterious Karst
Mountains.
17:30: Back to the boat to refresh yourself in the outdoor or indoor mineral seawater pool or
fitness room or take advantage of the spa and massage services while cruising to Cap La
area.
19:00: Elegant dinner served on board.
20:30: Free time for relaxing or visiting with the staff. Overnight on Bai Tu Long Bay on joinin Dragon Legend Cruise.

Inclusion: Transfer, tour guide, breakfast, lunch, dinner, cruise in halong bay ( Prrivate cabin),
kayaking
Link: Bai Tu Long Bay Tours and Halong Tours: To explore the natural wonder of the world.
DAY 6: CAP LA – VUNG VIENG FISHING VILLAGE – THIEN CANH SON (B, L, D)




7:00 – 8:00: Start a new day with Tai Chi on the sundeck and morning view of bay’s
landscape with a cup of tea or coffee.
8:00 – 8:30: Have breakfast in the fresh air while cruising to Vung Vieng Fishing
Village.
9:50: Visit Vung Vieng fishing village by a rustic rowboat, and pass through the floating
houses and fish farms.
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11:30: Swimming, kayaking or visiting Thien Canh Son cave.
12:30: BBQ lunch on the beach.
15:00: Back to the boat to begin cruising to Cong Dam or Cua Lach area (depending on
weather conditions) to explore the mysterious Karst Mountains
17:30: Cocktail party on board while taking in the sunset.
19:00: Dinner on board.
20:30: Free time for visiting with staff or enjoying other evening activities ranging from
squid fishing to the beauty spa and service on board. Overnight on Bai Tu Long Bay on join-in
Dragon Legend Boat.

Inclusion: Transfer, tour guide, breakfast, lunch, dinner, cruise in halong bay ( Prrivate cabin),
kayaking
Link: Bai Tu Long Bay Tours and Halong Tours: To explore the natural wonder of the world.
DAY 7: CAP LA – HON GAI HARBOR – HANOI (B, L)







7:00: Start your day with a cup of tea or coffee. Have breakfast in the fresh air.
9:30 – 10:00: Start cruising towards the harbor, taking in the scenery on the way. Gather
your belongings and check out of cabin.
10:45: Buffet lunch will be served.
11:30 – 12:00: Disembark. Then join-in your shuttle bus back to Hanoi and stop at
Yen Duc village in Dong Trieu Province for a short break in this typical Vietnamese
agricultural village, which is rich in culture and traditions.
13:30 – 14:00: Enjoy water puppet show performed by local artists.
Overnight in Hanoi.

Inclusion: Transfer, tour guide, breakfast, lunch, dinner, cruise in halong bay ( Prrivate cabin),
kayaking
Link: Bai Tu Long Bay Tours and Halong Tours: To explore the natural wonder of the world.
Day 8: HANOI – LAO CAI – SAPA THEN VISIT CAT CAT VILLAGE (ON ROAD)
(B, L)





Our car / Mini bus will pick you up at hotel in Hanoi city center then proceeding for long
driving to explore Sapa in the north-west of Vietnam.
Driving with 295 kilometers from Ha Noi to Sapa by new highway going through 5 provinces
and city: Ha Noi, Vinh Phuc, Phu Tho, Yen Bai and Lao Cai. With more than 4 hour- driving,
you will be arrival Sapa, is a frontier town and capital of Sa Pa District in Lao Cai Province in
northwest Vietnam. It was first inhabited by people we know nothing about. They left in the
entire valley hundreds of petroglyphs, mostly composed of lines, which experts think date from
the 15th century and represent local cadasters.
Check in hotel for free at leisure and have a lunch.
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After lunch, in the afternoon, the van will bring you to the Black Hmong’s village where start a
sightseeing tour beginning with a minority village named Cat Cat to observe minority
villagers colorfully dressed indigo tunics, leggings, elaborate pleated skirts, and sliver-studded
jackets. Interact these minorities and learn about their unique lifestyle, which has not much
changed despite the long passage of time. You will also enjoy a mountain minority traditional
dance show here and trekking around the village then van will bring you back to Sapa town.
Get back to Sapa town and spend the rest of the day at leisure.
Have a dinner ( Your own account) then free time to explore Sapa town at night
Overnight in Sapa.

Inclusions: A/C transfer, English speaking tour guide, breakfast, lunch, entrance fee (s),
accommodation (hotel) in Sapa, complimentary water on bus.
Link: Sapa Tours by car: To explore the homeland of Ethinic Mimority People.
Day 9: SAPA - LAO CHAI AND TA VAN VILLAGE THEN RETURN TO SAPA TOWN (B,L)







Good morning Sapa, enjoy the buffet breakfast and café then check out hotel before getting
started the trip to explore the minority village along Muong Hoa River such as Lao Chai’s
Black Hmong Village and Ta Van’s Giay village.
The van will bring you to Lao Chai village where you will start trekking via the rice terraces
and Black Hmong houses and suspension bridges, or to see rice water mills and being in touch
friendly communication with ethnic people ( the trekking way is not hard – easy trekking;
trekking, taking photographs and going sightseeing by the most beautiful landscapes such rice
terraces, valleys, streams and to study the local daily life’s experiences)
After 3 hour trekking to explore the hill tribe villages belongs to Muong Hoa River, we arrive
in Ta Van village where we will have lunch and break here during lunch time we can enjoy the
ethnic minority people’s traditional music and dance performances.
Return to Sapa town
Overnight in Sapa town.

Inclusions: A/C transfer, English speaking tour guide, breakfast, lunch, entrance fee (s),
complimentary water on bus, hotel in Sapa.
Link: Sapa easy trekking tours: Easy trekking to explore the outstanding ethnic minority villages in
Sapa such as Lao Chai and Ta Van village
DAY 10: SAPA – LOCAL MARKET – HANOI (B,L)


Get up early for breakfast, check out of the hotel, and then drive to local market. To get there
through the beautiful range of mountain. You will see local day market: The center ethnic market
in the Lao Cai province, where you will find buffaloes, horses, blacksmiths, saddlers, but also
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traditional medicine doctors, with their thousands of mountain herbs and plants, and lots of
traditional clothes and local artifacts.
Several groups of deep-colored Hmong are found there, as well as Dao, Tay, Nung, and Phu La.
Make sure to arrive before 9 a.m., the market ends at about 12:30.You can have lunch at one of
the market stalls inside the market for more of a traditional taste. Then drive back to Hanoi via
the new express highway, a drive of approximately five hours. Arrive in Hanoi in the late
afternoon & straight to airport for your flight to Hue.
On arrival at Hue airport, pick up and transfer to hotel.
Overnight in Hue.

Inclusion: Breakfast; lunch, Entrance fee (s), Local English speaking tour guide, Private airconditioned vehicle, domestic flight, hotel in Hue.
Link: Sapa market tours: To expore the hill tribe day market around Sapa in Lao Cai where is the
mountainous area of north Vietnam.
DAY 11: HUE IMPERIAL CITY DISCOVERY (B,L)











Have breakfast at the hotel.
Visit Hue Imperial City, including the Hue Citadel, the Flag Tower, main entrance gate with the
Noon Gate with the Five Phoenix Pavilions, entering through the gate to visit the Thai Hoa Palace
(the great Harmony Palace where Nguyen Kings held court), the Royal Theatre, Nine Dynasty
Urns, and Five Phoenix Tower…
Lunch is served at the restaurant
Visit King Minh Mang’s Tomb & Khai Dinh Tomb,
Aboard a small dragon boat trip on the Perfume River to enjoy the landscape along two banks of
Huong river, boat trip ends at pier where you get off for a visit to the Thien Mu Pagoda (Celestial
Lady Pagoda), one of the oldest and most beautiful Pagoda in Hue, and listening to the tale about
the Celestial Lady and how the Pagoda was constructed.
Return to the hotel, free & easy
Overnight at the hotel in Hue

Inclusion: Breakfast, lunch, tour guide, transfer, boat trip, entrance fee, hotel in Hue
Link: Hue Tours: To explore Hue imperial city and central part of Vietnam.
DAY 12: DAY TRIP TO DMZ – KHE SANH – VINH MOC TUNNELS (B, L)
7:00am pick-up at your hotel in Hue and head north on Highway One toward Dong Ha, stopping
at sites along the way, such as Highway of Horror, Quang Tri City, and the Ai Tu Airfield.
Continue to Dong Ha, the former headquarters of the 9th Marines, then head west on Route 9. The
first stop is the Rockpile, a lookout used by the Marine Corps. Continue to Khe Sanh village, and visit
Khe Sanh Combat Base. Lunch in Dong Ha. After lunch, head north to visit the Peace Bridge
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over the Ben Hai River at the middle of the DMZ (Demilitarized Zone), the river that was the
only true physical demarcation between North and South Vietnam. Continue to Vinh Moc Tunnels,
the refuge of over 400 people during the bombing operation known as “Rolling Thunder.” Back to Hue
and arrive in the late afternoon. Overnight at the same hotel.
Inclusion: Breakfast, lunch, tour guide, transfer, entrance fee, hotel in Hue
Link: Hue Tours: To explore Hue imperial city and central part of Vietnam.
DAY 13: HUE – HOI AN (B, L)
AM: After breakfast at your hotel. We depart to Hoian, stopover on the summit of the Hai Van
Mountain Pass (of 30 km length) for a sightseeing tour and taking photographs from the top of the
mountain... (It is from the top of the Hai Van Mount Pass, where you may see a breathtaking scenery
of the panoramic view of the Eastern Sea especially the white sandy Lang Co Beach all in your vision)
On arrival Danang city, We take a visit to the Cham Museum to learn about the Cham people’s
history, culture, and especially architecture and sculpture with stones, temples, and towers, these are
truly magnificent & unique artworks of a people who once found and developed a very brilliantly
Empire and civilization from about the 4th until the 13th centuries and in the land where present day
is the central part of Vietnam. Then, visit Marble mountain which is a cluster of five hills made from
limestone and marble, and named after the 5 essential elements including metal, wood, water, fire,
and earth, Marble Mountains are a well-known pilgrimage site with peaks, caves, tunnels, and
temples all just waiting to be discovered. Lunch is served at the Vietnamese restaurant
PM: Transfer to Hoi An, upon arrival in Hoi An. We will visit the most attractive places in Hoi An
such as Japanese Covered Bridge, Tan Ky House, Phuc Kien Association, later take part in the
enjoying a boat trip along Thu Bon river, then free time for walking for shopping and find the best
restaurant for your dinner ( Your dinner does not include). Overnight in Hoi An
Inclusion: Hotel breakfast, private A/C transfer, English speaking tour guide, entrance fee, lunch,
hotel accommodation, water, Thu Boat Trip.
DAY 14: COOKING CLASS & EXPLORING HOI AN (B, L)
AM: Good morning Hoi An, enjoy the breakfast at hotel then Impress Travel Team - Vietnam
Tours will pick up from the hotel in Hoi An and takes you to Cam Nam fishing village to learn fishing
for more experience under the instruction of the local people, especially, you will practice how to catch
fish, how to cast a fish net into the river… next, proceed to the green Bay Mau water coconut forest,
where you will get a chance to row a basket boat and using a fishing tool to catch field crabs while
admiring the tranquil atmosphere of the real peaceful countryside area once the revolutionary base of
Hoi An in the past, Leaving the coconut forest, you will be transferred and to ride a bicycle for visiting
Tra Que Vegetable Village, You will ride through peaceful villages and enjoy the beauties of the
countryside of surrounding area in Hoi An.
On arrival Tra Que, you are welcomed with the friendly smiles and special drink; “E” water or local
tea. It is here that you will have a chance to do a cooking class with the family, under the instruction
of the house owner, you will practice how to prepare ingredients, and cook the Hoi An special
authentic dishes. Have lunch at the local family.
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PM: You will dress in farming clothes, take a short walk around to visit the garden where local
farmers work and use the traditional methods without having electrical machines support. After that
you are under the instruction of the household; he will show you how to prepare and make the land,
you fertilize green manure before growing vegetables. Watering the vegetables, which you have just
grown, is the last activity in the procedure of planting them. After that, you come back to the house to
relax by soaking your feet in Vietnamese herbs. This is one of the ways to refresh ourselves after a
hard time in the garden of Vietnamese. Then you have transferred back your hotel in Hoi An. Free
time and overnight in Hoian
Inclusion: Hotel breakfast, private A/C transfer, local boat, basket boat and fishing tools, bicycle &
helmet, English Speaking guide, entrance fees, cooking class, lunch, hotel accommodation, water
DAY 15: BHO HOONG VILLAGE & CO TU VILLAGE (B, L)
08.00: Your driver and guide will collect you from your hotel. After a briefing on the day’s activities,
we will set off on our adventure into the ethnic minority region.
09.30: After taking the countryside and laneways route out of Hoi An, we begin our ascent into the
mountains. Here we stop for a local Vietnamese coffee and rest break.
10.00: We continue our journey up the mountain, deep in Co Tu country now, stopping at points of
interest along the way.
11.00: Next stop Bho Hoong! Arriving at the village, we have the opportunity to freshen up before
meeting a local resident who will take you on a guided walk of the village, explaining the local culture
and customs as we go.
12.00: After our village walk, it is time to enjoy a local lunch prepared by the village in the community
house. After lunch, we enjoy traditional music performance.
13.30: After our relaxing lunch and music performance, we again board our vehicle to begin our
return trip to Hoi An.
14.30: Descending the mountain, we arrive at the home of a local Co Tu family. They welcome us into
their home to enjoy a cup of tea or for the more adventurous and nip of local Co Tu wine. The home
houses Co Tu woodcarvings and other items of cultural significance and we are free to enjoy them.
15.30: We return to our vehicle and continue our journey to Hoi An. Taking a different route, we enjoy
the coast and via the Marble Mountains, before continuing our trip to Hoi An.
17.00: Arrive at your hotel and tour concludes.
Inclusion: Hotel breakfast, private A/C transfer, English Speaking guide, entrance fees, lunch, hotel,
accommodation, complementary water
DAY 16: DA NANG – SAIGON (B, L)
AM: Enjoy the morning time in Hoi An with breakfast, then transfer to Danang for your domestic
flight to Saigon. Impress Travel - Ho Chi Minh City Tours Team will pick up at Tan San Nhat Airport
then transfer to visit Ho Chi Minh City center, where is have a Vietnamese lunch.
PM: After lunch, we will visit the most outstanding landscapes in Ho Chi Minh City such as
Reunification Palace, War Remnant Museum, Emperor of Jade Pagoda, Notre Dame Cathedral,
General Post Office and Ben Thanh Market. Transfer to the hotel. Overnight in HCM.
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Inclusion: Transfer, entrance fee, breakfast, lunch, tour guide, hotel in HCM, domestic flight.
DAY 17: CU CHI – TAY NINH DAY TRIP AND SAIGON FOODIE TOUR (B, L)
The morning tour:




Getting started at 08 am from your hotel, transferring to Tay Ninh, near the Cambodian
border, is home to the unique Cao Dai sect, whose patron saints include Joan of Arc, Victor
Hugo and Winston Churchill to name a few. The religion is an odd mix of Buddhism, Taoism,
Confucianism and Christianity.
After visiting Cao Dai temple & special ceremony and then having lunch before leaving Tay
Ninh province to Cu Chi tunnels.

The afternoon tour:




We will visit a network of 200 km long underground dug-out which was being used during the
Vietnam – USA war.Cu Chi Tunnels
There is little evidence to indicate the intense fighting, bombing and destruction that went on
in Cu Chi during the war.
We will return Ho Chi Minh city about at 17:30

Inclusion: Transfer, entrance fee, breakfast, lunch, tour guide, hotel in HCM.
Link: Cu chi Tunnels Tours, Cao Dai Temple Tours: Explore the historic vestige and caodaism temple.
DAY 18: MEKONG DELTA TOUR (B, L)
AM: 7.30 AM leaving Saigon bustling city then drive to South of Saigon within 3-hour driving. Upon
arrival at Cai Be, then getting started our discovery of the deep Mekong River Delta. We embark on
the sampan boat to cruise via the Cai Be floating market where you can see the scattering of floating
boats to sell & buy the products, the sampan moves to land on visiting the local factories where local
people produce the coconut candies, rice popcorns, rice paste and dried longyan
PM: Further discovery of Cai Be by boat excursion to Dong Phu, Binh Hoa Phuc and An islands where
is located between Vinh Long and Cai Be. After arriving here we will enjoy the lunch at orchards, the
local family warmly welcome and serve you with delicious lunch, enjoy the warm cup of tea and
seasonal fruits before walking around to explore the fruit orchards. Then we board on the sampan for
continuing to cruise via the most beautiful landscape, peaceful countryside to capture the daily rule
life along Mekong Rivers, we stop at An Binh Ancient church before reaching up to the Vinh Long pier.
Drive back to Can Tho, and overnight at hotel in Can Tho city.
Inclusion: Hotel breakfast, private A/C transfer, English Speaking guide, lunch, entrance fee, boat
trip in Cai Be Vinh Long, hotel in HCM
Link: Mekong Tours: To explore the mother of water and wetland in the southern part of Vietnam.
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DAY 19: CAN THO – SAIGON (B,L)




After enjoying breakfast at the hotel you will make an early departure to see the delightful Cai
Rang floating market, perhaps the most colourful and unique of all the markets in Vietnam.
Depart the floating market by boat.
After visiting floating market, we return Ninh Kieu pier, then transfer back to Ho Chi Minh
City, We have a lunch and relax at the Mekong Rest Stop on the way back.
We arrive in Ho Chi Minh city at about 5.30 PM

Inclusion: Hotel breakfast, private A/C transfer, English Speaking guide, lunch, entrance fee, boat
trip in Cai Be Vinh Long, hotel in HCM
Link: Can Tho Tours – To explore the floating market and the mother of water world in the south of
Vietnam.
DAY 20: SAIGON – TRANSFER TO AIRPORT (B)
Free day in Saigon on your own until transfer to airport for your flight back home. End services.
Inclusion: Hotel breakfast, private A/C transfer, English Speaking guide
 Link:

https://www.impresstravel.com/vietnam-tours/united-states-to-vietnam-tours-package/idealunited-states-to-vietnam-tour-package-20-days.html

PRICING IN USD
Pricing
3-star hotel
4-star hotel
5-star hotel

1 pax

2 pax

3 pax

4 pax

5 pax

6 pax

7 pax

8 pax
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